BAE systems provide some of the world’s most advanced, technology-led defence, aerospace and security solutions and employ a skilled workforce of some 83,100 people in over 40 countries. To simplify their web systems, BAE Systems decided to move their public website from Oracle Portal / Oracle UCM based system to Oracle WebCenter Sites.

Case study summary

Proventeq worked closely with their Sites Implementation Partner, Infomentum, to provide BAE Systems with a solution that would fulfil all the requirements and ensure a smooth transition. Proventeq Migration Accelerator was the key technology solution used to migrate content into the new environment.

Complex rules were required for metadata mapping and source classification, to ensure all content migrated from the source UCM system would be mapped and transferred to the right place, and with the right metadata applied.

The results

A flexible solution

Through our migration expertise and with the use of our rules-based product, we delivered an end-to-end solution that answered all the business needs.

Consolidation and metadata retention

Content stored in Oracle UCM contained business critical metadata which needed to be migrated into the new system to ensure continued business use.

Data consistency and reliability

An item level audit ensured that every content was successfully cleansed, transformed and migrated to comply with the new environment. Many items had their format converted to fit the new environment.

Major cost benefit

Automation of complex migration processes, and reuse of the same page layouts and content ensured reduced effort and delivered saving of cost and time.

Smooth Transition

Allowed BAE Systems to take advantage of their new system with reduced downtime and change over to WebCenter Sites.

Find out more at www.proventeq.com